We demonstrate linear and nonlinear plasmonic behaviors of periodic nanohole arrays in thin gold (Au) films with varying periodicities. As expected, the linear optical transmission spectra of the nanohole arrays show a red-shift of the resonance wavelength and Wood's anomaly with increasing hole spacing. The optical transmission and electric near-field intensity distribution of the nanohole arrays are simulated using the finite element method. The nonlinear plasmonic behavior of the nanohole arrays is studied by using picosecond pulsed excitation at near-infrared wavelengths. The characteristic nonlinear signals indicating two-photon excited luminescence (TPEL), sum frequency generation, second harmonic generation, and four-wave mixing (FWM) are observed. A maximum FWM/TPEL signal intensity ratio is achieved for nanohole arrays with a periodicity of 500 nm. Furthermore, the significant FWM signal intensity and contrast compared to the background were harnessed to demonstrate the ability of surface-enhanced coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering to visualize low concentrations of lipids deposited on the nanohole array with a periodicity of 500 nm. Published by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5028118 Nanohole arrays have been closely studied in view of their extraordinary optical transmission (EOT) and high localized electric near-field intensities by several groups. 1,2 EOT has been demonstrated in the microwave, millimeter wave, and sub-millimeter wave (THz) regions. 3, 4 EOT of nanohole arrays is caused by the interaction of light with surface plasmons (SPs). 5 SPs are collective oscillations of free electrons at the interface between the metal and the dielectric. The linear optical behavior of SPs and the electric near-field intensities in nanohole arrays have been extensively investigated by varying the hole shape, diameter, and lattice periodicity because of their potential applications in surface enhanced Raman scattering (SERS), photonics, microfluidics, and bio-sensing over the past decade. [6] [7] [8] Recently, the nonlinear plasmonic behavior of nanostructures has shown promising applications, for example, the development of advanced nonlinear nanosources based on nanoemitters, sensors, and storage devices. 9 Likewise, the second order nonlinear behavior of second harmonic generation (SHG) (x SHG ¼ 2x 1 ) and sum frequency generation (SFG) (x SFG ¼ x 1 þ x 2 ) of metal apertures or nanohole arrays has been studied. 10, 11 While the linear optical properties of nanohole arrays have been investigated in depth over the past decade, the third order nonlinear process of four wave mixing (FWM) in nanohole arrays so far has remained relatively unexplored for potential applications in surface enhanced coherent anti Stokes Raman scattering (SECARS). The degenerate FWM requires two excitation laser beams with frequencies x 1 and x 2 that interact with the sample and generate a signal at a new frequency x FWM ¼ 2x 1 À x 2 . The same principle is used in chemically specific optical imaging in the form of coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering (CARS) in which two pulsed lasers, referred to as the pump and the Stokes beam, are used to generate the output signal via FWM. By matching the frequency difference D ¼ x 1 À x 2 to a Raman vibrational mode of the target molecule, the CARS signal level can increase by up to five orders of magnitude when compared to the spontaneous Raman signal allowing for high speed microscopic imaging at tolerable excitation laser intensities. 12 Previously, CARS microscopy has been used to image, e.g., lipid droplets in live biological specimens. 13 The use of CARS microscopy has focused on carbon-hydrogen (C-H) stretching vibrational modes where lipids exhibit strong abundant C-H vibrational modes. 14 However, due to the nonresonant background, the sensitivity of the CARS method has still been limited in its visualization of nano-sized molecules or cell membranes. 15 In order to increase the sensitivity, surface enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) has been proposed to improve the detection limit to the single molecular level by exploiting the field enhancement in the presence of metallic nanostructured surfaces. 16 The CARS signal will be enhanced significantly if the pump or the Stokes excitation wavelengths are in resonance with the localized SPs of the plasmonic nanostructures on which the molecules are positioned. 17 Recently, CARS (SECARS) has been demonstrated to increase signal sensitivity using a planar Au surface for lipid imaging. 18 In this work, we demonstrate the nonlinear plasmonic behavior of nanohole arrays in thin Au films with varying periodicities. Surface plasmon enhanced second and third order responses such as two-photon excited luminescence (TPEL), SFG, SHG, and FWM signals are observed in the nanohole arrays. a) E-mail: nagarajan.subramaniyam@aalto.fi Moreover, we demonstrate that a thin lipid layer deposited on the nanohole array can be visualized by surface plasmon enhanced coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering.
Focused gallium ion beam (FIB) milling was used to fabricate the nanohole arrays in a 60 nm thick gold (Au) film on a glass substrate. The periodicity of the arrays was varied from 400 to 500 nm with a fixed hole diameter of 200 nm. Each sample pattern consists of a 27 Â 27 lm 2 nanohole array. For direct FIB milling of Au films, process parameter selection and optimization were performed by using the guidelines reported in Ref. 19 . In order to fabricate the nanohole arrays, the smallest current (9.7 pA) was used at a dwell time of 1000 ls. The optical transmission properties of the nanohole arrays were characterized in water medium by illuminating with white light through a linear polarizer and a 100Â microscope objective and collecting the transmitted light by an optical spectrometer (QE65000, Ocean optics). The simulations were performed using a commercial finite element method (FEM) software (COMSOL Multiphysics). The model geometry consisted of a 60 nm thick Au layer with a single hole on top of semi-infinite glass (refractive index n g ¼ 1.5) immersed in water filling the upper halfspace (n w ¼ 1.33). The edges of the hole were rounded with edge radii of 10 nm at the top and 5 nm at the bottom. The values of the dielectric function of gold were taken from Ref. 20 . The periodicity was adjusted by the length of this unit cell and by choosing periodic boundary conditions. The experimental setup is replicated by our model. The wave vector is perpendicular to the surface. The excitation power is 1 W per unit cell, which is far more than in the experiment, but as the linear optical properties are simulated, the enhanced electric field scales linearly with the excitation field. A port that is located three times the period above the structure is used to excite a y-polarized electro-magnetic wave. The transmitted light is collected with a port that is located three times the period below the structure. The area of the ports is the same as the area of the unit cell. The near-field distribution images show the enhancement of the electric field in a plane parallel to the surface at half the height of the Au layer.
Nonlinear optical images and emission spectra were acquired with a multiphoton microscope (Leica TCS SP8 CARS, Leica Microsystems GmbH, Germany). The instrument consists of an inverted microscope equipped with an ultra-short pulsed light source (picoEmerald, APE GmbH, Germany) that produces two synchronous beams at a repetition rate of 80 MHz. The Stokes beam at 1064.5 nm was emitted from a neodymium-vanadate (Nd:YVO 4 ) laser, while the pump/probe beam was generated by an optical parametric oscillator (OPO) tunable in the 780-940 nm range. The pulse widths were 5-7 ps corresponding to the Raman line width of 2-3 cm À1 . The pulses from the two sources were temporally and spatially overlapped in the focal plane of the microscope where the average optical power was 2.5 mW for the Stokes and 2 mW for the pump/probe beam. The emission spectra were acquired using an integrated spectrophotometer in the range of 420-700 nm and with the spectral resolution of 5 nm. Lipid analysis was performed by depositing a drop of cholesterol (Sigma-Aldrich Chemie GmbH, Germany) dissolved in an organic solvent (mixture of chloroform and methanol) on a nanohole array with a periodicity of 500 nm. A thin layer of crystalline cholesterol was formed after evaporation of the solvent. The C-H vibrational modes of the lipid were characterized in the range from 2800 to 2960 cm À1 by tuning the pump wavelength between 809 and 820 nm and keeping the Stokes wavelength fixed at 1064.5 nm. For CH 2 -sensitive imaging, the excitation beams at 817 nm and 1064.5 nm were raster-scanned over the sample area. The emitted radiation was bandpass-filtered using the spectrophotometer at 550-640 nm for the TPEL and 653-673 nm for the CARS signal and detected simultaneously in the epi-direction using two hybrid GaAsP detectors (HyD, Leica).
The EOT properties of nanohole arrays with varying diameters, periodicities, and depths have been studied previously by several groups. 21, 22 The transmission maxima of different Bragg resonances satisfy the two-dimensional grating coupling conditions for the SP resonance 23
where P is the periodicity of the nanohole array, the integers (i, j) represent the Bragg resonance orders, and e d and e m are the dielectric functions of the water and metal, respectively. The transmission maxima (1,1) and (1,0) together with the transmission minimum (Wood's anomaly, which occurs when light is diffracted by the grating into an angle of 90 , parallel to the surface) red-shift with increasing periodicity of the nanohole arrays. Figure 1 the measurements. The spectra show two optical transmission maxima corresponding to the surface resonance (SR) peaks (1, 1) and (1, 0) accompanied by the transmission minimum (Wood's anomaly) for the nanohole arrays. A low peak at $500 nm was observed for all nanohole array samples and was attributed to bulk properties of the Au layer. 24 Figure 1(c) shows the measured (squares) and simulated (solid lines) transmission maxima (1,1), (1,0) and Wood's anomaly wavelengths with respect to the periodicity of the nanohole arrays. The SR wavelengths red-shift linearly with increasing periodicity of the nanohole arrays. To further understand the electric near-field intensity distribution, we performed FEM simulations for the nanohole arrays at the wavelengths of the SP resonance maxima (1,1) and (1,0) and Wood's anomaly. Figure 2 shows the corresponding simulated electric near-field enhancement distributions of the nanohole arrays with varying periodicities. The nanohole arrays were immersed in water medium (refractive index: 1.33). The maximum electric near-field intensity enhancement is observed for the surface resonance (1,0) peaks in the nanohole arrays with 400 nm and 500 nm periodicities and for the (1,1) peak in the 450 nm array. Panels (a), (b), and (c) of Fig. 3 show the measured TPEL of the nanohole array with a periodicity of 400 nm with excitation wavelengths of 846, 817, and 780 nm, respectively. The TPEL appears as a broad peak in the range of 550-675 nm that has a maximum at about 625 nm for all the excitation wavelengths. The inset shows the relative maximum peak intensities of the TPEL of the nanohole array with respect to the excitation wavelength. The excitation power was kept constant between the measurements. The highest TPEL intensity was observed for an excitation wavelength of 780 nm, and it decreased rapidly as the excitation wavelength was increased to 817 nm. The TPEL properties of Au nanostructures have been studied by several groups. 25, 26 In the TPEL process, electrons from occupied d bands are excited by two-photon absorption to the sp-conduction band and move closer to the Fermi level via an intraband transition within the sp-conduction band. The holes created in the d-band as a result of the two-photon absorption undergo Auger scattering and hole-phonon scattering and subsequently recombine with electrons in the sp-band, emitting the broad luminescence. 27 Previously, the TPEL properties of Au nanorods, discs, and connected dimers have been studied, showing that the TPEL intensities are dominated by localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) wavelengths. [28] [29] [30] The nanohole array with a 400 nm periodicity shows transmission maxima of the localized surface plasmon peaks (1,1) and (1,0) at around 610 nm and 780 nm, respectively [cf. Fig. 1(b) ]. Panels (d), (e), and (f) of Fig. 3 show the nonlinear coherent emission spectra of a nanohole array with a periodicity of 400 nm under excitation with a combination of varying pump laser wavelengths of 846, 817, and 780 nm and the fixed Stokes laser wavelength of 1064.5 nm. The spectra in (d) and (e) show the SFG, SHG, and FWM signals on top of the broad-band TPEL. On the other hand, the spectrum in (f) shows only a weak SFG peak, and the SHG and the FWM signals are too small to be discerned within the strong TPEL background excited by the pump laser at 780 nm. The SFG and SHG peaks are related to the plasmon-enhanced second order coherent response, and the FWM signal corresponds to the plasmon-enhanced third order coherent response. 31 The SFG and SHG peak intensities are higher compared to the FWM signal intensity at the longer excitation pump wavelength of 846 nm related to the increased second order nonlinear response. Previously, the SHG from nanohole arrays in Au layers was studied. 32 The SHG enhancement from the nanostructure is mainly attributed to the non-centrosymmetric system. The second and third order nonlinear responses are influenced by the geometrical symmetry of the nanohole arrays. The panels (g), (h) and (i) of Fig. 3 show the nonlinear emission spectra of the nanohole arrays with different periodicities upon excitation with the combination of fixed pump (817 nm) and Stokes (1064.5 nm) laser lines. The spectra show the SFG peak at 464 nm, the SHG peak at 532 nm, and the FWM peak at 665 nm together with the broad-band TPEL. In addition, the nonlinear coherent emission spectrum of the unstructured 60 nm thick Au layer is shown for comparison. The FWM signal and TPEL background signal enhancement were the strongest for the nanohole arrays with the 400 nm periodicity due to the matching resonance with the Wood's anomaly wavelength at 663 nm. The FWM, SFG, and SHG signal intensities as well as the TPEL background decrease with increasing periodicity of the nanohole arrays. The inset of Fig. 3 (g) shows the FWM/TPEL peak maximum intensity ratio with respect to the periodicity. The ratio was determined at 665 nm by comparing the FWM peak intensity with the TPEL background obtained with 817 nm excitation alone. The average intensities were measured over the whole array area. The high FWM/TPEL intensity ratio of the nanohole array with the periodicity of 500 nm is promising for biosensing and lipid imaging applications due to its higher contrast.
To study the role of SECARS of the nanohole arrays for lipid imaging, we deposited a layer of cholesterol on the nanohole array as described in the experimental section. An array with the periodicity of 500 nm was selected due to the higher FWM/TPEL intensity ratio. Figure 4(a) shows a bright-field reflection image of the cholesterol layers on the nanohole array. Some of the larger crystals with a diameter of $0.5-1 lm appear as dark spots in the image. Figure 4(b) shows an atomic force microscopy (AFM) image of the cholesterol on the nanohole array. The nanoholes are filled by the cholesterol, and the thickness of the cholesterol layer is about 30 nm. Figure 4(c) shows the spontaneous Raman spectrum of cholesterol on the nanohole array measured by a continuous laser excitation at 532 nm. The spectrum shows several vibrational modes, including prominent peaks at 2845 cm À1 , 2855 cm À1 , 2869 cm À1 , 2903 cm À1 , 2943 cm À1 , and 2961 cm À1 . All of the spectral signatures are C-H stretching vibrational frequency modes of cholesterol in this range. 33 Figure 4(d) shows the SECARS spectrum of cholesterol on the nanohole array as well as the signal from the cholesterol layer deposited on the plain Au adjacent to the nanohole area. The spectrum measured on the nanoholes shows a distinct peak at 2845 cm À1 corresponding to the CH 2 symmetric stretching vibrational frequency mode of cholesterol, thus indicating that the signal is vibrationally sensitive. Outside the nanohole area, only a weak TPEL background with no spectral characteristics was detectable with the same measurement parameters. The significant difference in the CARS signal intensities clearly indicates a strong surface plasmon resonance induced enhancement on the nanohole array with a high FWM/TPEL ratio.
In order to visualize the small cholesterol deposits, we performed SECARS imaging of the CH 2 stretching vibrational mode at 2845 cm À1 by using the fixed pump and Stokes wavelengths at 817 and 1064.5 nm, respectively. Figure 5(a) shows the SECARS image of the cholesterol layer on the nanohole array, obtained at the CH 2 stretching vibrational mode of 2845 cm À1 . The color-coded image shows several bright spots arising from the cholesterol deposits. Figure 5(b) shows a TPEL image of the same area when exciting the sample with the pump beam at 817 nm alone. The observed TPEL background signal originated from the pump-induced signal of the LSPR-enhanced transitions in the nanohole arrays by electron-hole radiative recombination. Potential TPEL arising from the 1064.5 nm excitation was below the detection limit. Figure 5(c) shows the SECARS image after TPEL background subtraction. Small deposits of cholesterol in the size range of approximately 300 to 1500 nm could be visualized close to the nanohole-sample interface with low excitation powers due to the LSPR of the nanoholes. We demonstrated linear and nonlinear plasmonic behaviors of periodic nanohole arrays with varying periodicities in thin Au films. As expected from the literature, the EOT of the nanohole arrays showed a red-shift of the surface plasmon resonance wavelength and Wood's anomaly with increasing periodicity. The maximum electric near-field intensity enhancement is observed for the surface plasmon resonance (1,1) peak for the nanohole arrays with 450 nm periodicity and for the (1,0) peaks for the nanohole arrays with 400 nm or 500 nm periodicities, respectively, from simulations using the FEM method. The nonlinear optical signals originating from TPEL, SFG, SHG, and FWM were observed in the nanohole arrays by using a picosecond pulsed excitation laser at near-infrared wavelengths. The highest FWM/TPEL signal intensity ratio was achieved for the nanohole array with a periodicity of 500 nm. Making use of the relatively strong nonlinear signal contrast, SECARS imaging was demonstrated to visualize a low concentration of lipids deposited on the nanohole array with a periodicity of 500 nm. S.N. acknowledges financial support by the European Cooperation in Science and Technology (COST) Action MP1302 Nanospectroscopy for Short-Term Scientific Mission (STSM) visits to M.F. in T€ ubingen. C.D. acknowledges financial support through Landesgraduiertenf€ orderung by University of T€ ubingen and the Ministry of Science, Research and the Arts Baden-W€ urttemberg. The authors thank Professor Elina Ikonen and Simon Pfisterer for providing the cholesterol sample and fruitful discussions. S.N. also thanks N. Chekurov for helping with the FIB process.
